
Help us to give these local kids
a hand up, not a hand out…

Back To School!
Not quite what we expected…
Our schools finally opened in January after a 9 month
closure. Strict rules and regulations were in place,
which meant we could not make use of libraries or
computer rooms. Covid testing was a regular activity
at the schools, and each time a child tested positive
it meant the school had to close for a few days for
cleaning. It resulted in schools being closed more than
they were open. We continued to feed all the children
either at school or home over this period.
Our English team have been busy coming up with
innovative ways to conduct online learning via video
and have also attended a creativity based learning
workshop to obtain new ideas for next term.
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Home Food Delivery!

Outdoor Lessons



Our new school year starts next month. We
are planning to ‘finally’ start our trial of the
Galaxy English software at Nong Hieng
school. This is particularly exciting as Nong
Hieng has been chosen as the center of
excellence for English for their school district

We also plan to conduct medicals at all
schools at the earliest opportunity.

Plans for New
Term…

In 2021/22 so far, we have received B3.5m,
which is around 60% of our target for the
year. We are very grateful for the loyalty and
continued support of all our donors.

In this sadly persistent global
turmoil, charitable donations are more
uncertain than ever but we fervently hope
that those who are able, will continue with
their generous support.

Donation Update

summer camps during the
government school
holidays, and the children
from one of our schools are
attending.
Nace and Opal, our English
team, are helping with the
learning materials and
giving guidance and
support on teaching
methods.

Once the new school term
gets underway next month,
we are looking at continuing
the collaboration to provide
additional English classes
in our schools.

Our English Program
Manager, Nace, recently met
up with an organisation, The
Green Lion, that organise
community engagement
through their travel programs.
They are running English

English Collaboration

A huge thank you also goes to
Hua Hin International school
and the parents who held a
book drive for us. They rounded
up Thai and English books that
were no longer used and
donated them to Bright Dawn.

Books are so important for
childrens education and these
will fill a rather large gap in our
school libraries.

Books Support

The Asian Tour were in
town in March and chose
Bright Dawn to be the first
recipient to benefit from the
start of the Asian Tour’s
International Series
philanthropy drive.

We are deeply honoured,
and extremely grateful to
be the first recipients of this
new initiative by the Asian
Tour.

Thank You Asian Tour

Asian Tour Cheque for $25,000

A selection of books received

Nace with Green Lion participants


